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Abstract. Given a projective variety acted on by an algebraic torus, we intro-

duce the notion of (W, R)-matroids using the fixed-point set W and the set

R of equivalence classes of one-parameter subgroups. The (W, R)-matroids

provide close links among the geometry of torus orbits and Schubert-type cells,

the theory of momentum polyhedra, and the combinatorial geometries. On

the way to establishing the main theme of the paper, we showed that there are

only finitely many Bialynicki-Birula decompositions induced by infinitely many

one-parameter subgroups.

0. Introduction

0.1. In this paper we consider certain combinatorial objects attached to a pro-

jective algebraic variety X with an action of an algebraic torus T - (C*)" and

the decompositions of X into orbits with the same geometry. Our results spe-

cialize to some results of [GGMS] and [GS] for compact homogeneous space

G/P and also specialize to some of [KSZ1] for Chow varieties.

0.2. Gelfand-Goresky-MacPherson-Serganova [GGMS] in the case of Grass-

mann manifold and Gelfand-Serganova [GS] in the case of a general homoge-
neous space G/P have proved that the following two decompositions of G/P

into strata coincide:

( 1 ) The union of all the orbits of the Cartan subgroup whose images under

the momentum map are the same convex polyhedron.

(2) The intersection of the Schubert cells for all Borel subgroups that contain

the given Cartan subgroup.

0.3. For simplicity, let the projective variety X be smooth for a moment. As-

sume we are given an algebraic torus T acting on X with isolated fixed points.
Let W denote the fixed-point set. Take a generic one-parameter subgroup a
of T with parameter X so that it has the same fixed-point set W as that of the

whole group T. For each w £ W, one defines, following [B-B], its contracting
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set:

Xw = {x £ X\ limA-x = it;}.
A^O

Then it is known that Xw form a cell decomposition X = (J^ew %v> wnere each

Xw is a-equivariantly isomorphic to an affine space. The above decomposition

specializes to the famous Bruhat decomposition. In other words, when X is

the flag variety G/P and a is a generic 1 -dimensional subgroup of a Cartan

subgroup, then each Xw is just a Schubert cell. For this reason, Xw is often

referred to as a Schubert-type cell for the action of a and Xw is henceforth

referred to as a Schubert-type variety.

We are able to prove a similar result for the projective variety X. That is,

the following two decompositions of X into strata coincide:

( 1 ) The union of all the orbits of the torus T whose images under a mo-

mentum map are the same convex polyhedron.

(2) The intersection of the Schubert-type cells which are obtained by per-

muting the generic one parameter subgroups.

0.4. (W, Q)-matroids, introduced by Gelfand and Serganova in [GS], are cer-

tain combinatorial objects attached to a finite Coxeter group W and a parabolic

subgroup Q. By definition, a (W, <2)-matroid is a subset of W/Q which con-

tains a unique minimal (or, equivalently, a unique maximal) element under ev-

ery Bruhat partial order. For homogeneous space G/P, the (W, <2)-matroids

describe the partition of G/P into the union of thin Schubert cells. Note that

W/Q can be identified with the fixed-point set of the Cartan subgroup.

We are able to generalize the notion of (W, Q)-matroids to an algebraic

torus action. To achieve this, we define a parametrizing set R and for each

element of R a partial order on the fixed-point set W in analogy of a Bruhat
order. Then we define a (W, R)-matroid to be any subset of W that contains a

unique minimal (or, equivalently, a unique maximal) element under every anal-

ogous Bruhat partial order. It will be clear that the notion of (W, R)-matroids

specializes to that of (W, C2)-matroids of [GS] and that of hypermatroid of

[KSZ1]. Also (W, R)-matroids are closely related to "thin cells" (see Corollary

6.4 and Remark 5.5).

1. Preliminaries on homogeneous space G/P

1.1. The notion of torus strata was first introduced for the actions of the max-

imal tori on Grassmannians in [GGMS]. The importance of this notion lies

in the fact that it establishes remarkable connections among the geometry of

Schubert cells in the Grassmann manifold, the theory of convex polyhedra, and

the theory of matroids (or combinatorial geometries in the sense of Crapo and

Rota [CR]). In [GGMS], the authors proved that the following three different

decompositions of the Grassmannian into strata (torus strata or matroid strata

as in [S]) all coincide:

( 1 ) The set of points in the Grassmannian such that the corresponding pro-

jective configuration represents a fixed combinatorial geometry (matroid).

(2) The union of the orbits of the maximal torus whose projection under a

momentum map is a fixed convex polyhedron.
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(3) A multi-intersection of translates of Schubert cells which are obtained by

permuting the coordinate axes.

1.2. In [GS], Gelfand and Serganova further explored the combinatorics of

the maximal torus action on a homogeneous space G/P. In this category, the

last two characterizations of a torus stratum remain equivalent. However, the

first characterization of a torus stratum is dropped out because an ordinary

matroid no longer fits into the theory. Instead, they defined, for an arbitrary

homogeneous space, something weaker than a matroid, namely, the so-called

(W, ß)-matroid. This (W, <2)-matroid no longer characterizes a torus stratum.

However, the orbits on a fixed stratum still represent the same (W, ß)-matroid.

1.3. See §7 for hypermatroids of [KSZ1].

2. Partition by torus strata

2.1. Our primary goal in this paper is to generalize some of the results in

[GGMS] and [GS]. We consider any projective variety X with an algebraic

action of a complex torus T. Note that the characterization 1.1.(2) can still

be used to establish the notion of torus stratum on a projective variety with an

action of an algebraic torus.

2.2. Let X be a projective algebraic variety (may be singular) with an effective

action of an algebraic torus T - (<£*)" . Assume the torus action extends to a

linear action on the ambient projective space P^ . Choose a Kahler metric on

fN which is invariant under the compact torus Tc = (S1)" c (C*)" . Let

H : X — V

be an associated moment map. Then it is known that p.(T • x) for any x £ X is

a convex polyhedron in R" whose vertices are the moment map images of the

fixed points contained in T • x ([A], [GuS]). For simplicity, we shall assume

that the torus action considered in this paper has finitely many fixed points,
although the results can easily be generalized to the general case (one can use
finite connected components to take the role of finite fixed points).

There is a decomposition of X into invariant subspaces, X = UceE Xe,

which we describe as follows:

a point x is in the stratum Xe if and only if p(T • x) — C.

Note that S is a collection of polyhedra in R". So two orbits are in the same

stratum if and only if their closures contain the same fixed points.

2.3. Definition. Each above stratum Xe is called a torus stratum. The decom-

position of X into the union of torus strata is called the torus stratification of

X.

2.4. Example. When X is a toric variety containing T as a dense orbit, then

the torus stratification is simply the decomposition by T-orbits.

2.5. Example. When X is the Grassmannian of /c-subspaces in an ambient

«-complex space and the complex torus (C*)" acts on it by multiplying coor-

dinates, then the torus strata are in one-to-one correspondence with the rank

k  C-representable matroids [GGMS]. The realizability problem of matroids is
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very difficult. One may consult [S] for more interesting results on matroids and

Grassmannians, among other things.

3. The set R and its associated fan

3.1. Definition. A one-parameter subgroup of T is said to be generic if it has

the same fixed points as that of T.

Now we assume that X is smooth (see §7, however). Given a generic 1-

parameter subgroup a, the Bialynicki-Birula cellular decomposition theorem

asserts that such a 1-parameter subgroup gives rise to a cell-decomposition of X

where each cell contains a unique fixed point (see 0.3). Let W be the fixed-point

set which is finite by the assumption. Let X — \JweV/ X^ be the corresponding

cellular decomposition where X^ is the cell that contains w £ W. Among

interesting examples of such spaces are G/P, toric varieties ([D]), complete
symmetric varieties of De Concini and Procesi, and Chow varieties and Hubert
schemes of [KSZ1] (see §7).

3.2. Definition. Two one-dimensional subgroups are said to be equivalent if

they give the same cellular decompositions. We use R to denote the set of

equivalent classes of generic one-parameter subgroups of T.

The above equivalence relation defines a fan of cone decomposition of

Hom(C* ,T)<s>R-=W. That is, two elements of Hom(C*, T) are equiva-
lent if and only if they are in a same cone. And the set R can be identified

with the set of maximal cones in this fan. Inspired by an e-mail correspondence

with Borovik, we would like to study this fan. The author should like to thank

the referee for requesting a complete description of this fan. Denote this fan

by Zr . Let Z^ be the dual fan of the rational polytope p(X). (For simplicity,
we shall identify Hom(C*, T) <8> R and Hom(r, C) <8> R with R" .) In gen-

eral, Zr is finer than the dual fan Z¿, of the polytope p(X). We need a few
terminologies to proceed.

3.3. An arrangement of hyperplanes in R" is a collection of finite hyperplanes

of R" . It is called central if their intersection is nonempty and consists of a

point. This point is referred to as the center of the arrangement. Without loss

of generality, this center can be assumed to be the origin (after a translation if

necessary).

3.4. Definition. A fan Z is of arrangement-type if whenever R>oV (v £ W) is

an edge, so is R<o^ . In this case, the set of edges induces a central arrangement

of hyperplanes.

A remarkable property of such fans is that they form a tail of all fans with re-

spect to the partial order by subdivision. That is, any fan has a subdivision that

is of arrangement-type. To see this, we simply add an edge R<of = R>o(—u)

for each edge R>oV of the given fan Z. Clearly we obtain a subdivision this

way. We call this subdivision the arrangement-type extension of Z. This is the

minimal subdivision of Z that is of arrangement-type. A fan of arrangement-

type admits an involution 6 = -1 . Such a fan may therefore be characterized

as it is a fan which is invariant under 6 = -1. Note that the fan formed by

Weyl chambers of a Coxeter group is of arrangement-type.
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Every central arrangement of hyperplanes induces a fan. It may be an in-

teresting combinatorial problem to consider relations between suitable central

arrangements of subspaces (of possibly various dimensions) and their corre-
sponding fans.

The following theorem simply asserts that the fan Zr is the coarsest fan of

hyperplane arrangement refining the fan ZM .

3.5. Theorem. The fan ZR is the arrangement-type extension of the fan Lß . In

particular, ZR = Z^ if and only if ZA is of arrangement-type.

Proof. Let Z' be the arrangement-type extension of Z^ . We only need to show

two generic 1-parameter subgroups are equivalent if and only if they lie in the

same maximal cone of Z'. Let v be the vector field on X generating the

5"1 action on X arising from the action of a one-parameter subgroup a, by

restricting to the unit circle. Let co be an rc-equivariant Kahler 2-form on X,

and let ¡> be the 1-form obtained by contraction. This 1-form is exact since

HX(X) = 0. Hence there is a smooth function f on X such that ivco = df.

The function / is known to be a Morse function whose critical points are

exactly the fixed points of the a-action. Moreover, the cell decomposition of

X associated to / via the Morse theory coincides with the Bialynicki-Birula

decomposition X = \JweyjX^ . In fact, the function / is just the moment

map associated to the action a, which is the moment map p followed by the
projection to Ra

f:X^Rn^Ra

where n is the orthogonal projection. Now x is in the cell X* if and only

if x flows to w under -grad/ if and only if f(w) is minimal in fCäTx).
The last characterization only depends on the maximal cone in which a lives.

That is, if a and b are in the same maximal cone of Z' and / and g are

their corresponding moment maps (Morse functions), then g(w) is minimal in

g(a • x) whenever f(w) is minimal in f(a • x) and vice versa. This implies

that a and b define the same cell-decomposition. It is clear that points on
different cones must define different cell-decompositions. This completes the

proof.

3.6. Example. For every G/P, Zr is the fan formed by Weyl chambers which

is in general finer than Z,,. And R is precisely the set of Weyl chambers. Of

course, in a good case such as G/B, ZR = Z^ and the set R may be identified
with the fixed-point set W.

4. Incident relation and partial orders on the fixed point set

4.1. In addition to the decomposition X = \Jw€V/X^, which is referred to

as the p/iAS-decomposition, there is a m/raws-decomposition which can be ob-

tained by changing the parameter of a from X to X~x . Let the newly intro-

duced one-parameter subgroup be denoted by a and its corresponding cellular

decomposition be denoted by X — IJ^ew ^w ; then

X^ - {x £ X\ lim X~l ■ x = w} = {x £ X\ lim X • x = w}.
A-'-»0 ¿-»oo
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This w/nwí-decomposition coincides with the cell decomposition associated to

the Morse function (-/) via the Morse theory.

4.2. Proposition. The following statements are equivalent:

(i) xsnx[¿9.
(2) x*nx*¿9.
(3) i;ni^l.

Proof We first show that (3) implies (1) and (2). Let x be a point on X$ nlj

and X be the parameter of the one-parameter group of a. Then by the definition

we have

UmX-x = u   and    limA-x = t;.
A->oo A-»o

The first identity implies that u is in the closure of Xfj , hence I"nl„ú/Í.
Likewise, the second identity implies that v is in the closure of X%, hence

X*nT**$.
On the other hand, to prove that (1) implies (3), notice that since the

fixed point u must be contained in the closure of Xjj , there must be a point

x £ Xg such that the C* orbit closure a • x contains u. This implies that

lim^oo X • x = u. That is, x £ Xg . Hence, x £ Xg n X% . Similarly one can

prove that (2) implies (3).

4.3. Definition. The element a induces a partial order -<a on W : u -<a v if

and only if one of the three equivalent conditions in Proposition 4.2 is satisfied.

4.4. Example. In the case of flag variety G/P, the partial order above is simply

a Bruhat order. The parametrizing set R of partial orders is identical to the

corresponding (full) Weyl group. In general, the (analogous) Bruhat order is not

a linear order even for simple varieties such as toric varieties. Of course, when
(C*)" acts on P" as usual, the Bruhat order is linear.

5.   (W, R)-MATROIDS

5.1. Recall that we use R to denote the finite set of equivalent classes of

generic one-parameter subgroups where two one-parameter subgroups are said

to be equivalent if they give the same cellular decomposition of X (3.1 and 3.5).

There is a poset structure on the fixed-point set W attached to every element

of R (see 4.3). Let LcWbe the set of the fixed points of an orbit closure;

then in the sequel we shall prove that (W, R ; L) satisfies the "condition of

minimality" and the "condition of maximality".

5.2. Definition. Let LcW be an arbitrary set of W. An element s £ L is

called a-minimal in L if 5 <a u for all u £ L. We shall say that L satisfies

the condition of minimality if there is a unique a-minimal element in L for

every a £ R. Similarly we can define the corresponding notions for maximality.

5.3. Lemma. The condition of minimality is equivalent to the condition of max-

imality.

Proof. Let a be an element of R which is a representative of an equivalent

class of one-parameter subgroups. Consider the group homomorphism: X —►

X~l. Then this homomorphism and a induce another one-parameter subgroup.
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We denote it a . Then a-maximality implies «-minimality and vice versa by

Bialynicki-Birula's (+)-decomposition and (-)-decomposition.

5.4. Definition. A (W, R)-matroid is a triple (W, R ; L) where L is a subset

of W such that L satisfies the condition of minimality (or, maximality).

5.5. Remark. Given a (W, R)-matroid L, there is an attached function / :
R -> W defined as follows: f(a) is the «-maximal element in L for each

a £ R. Likewise, there is another function /' : R —► W which assigns the a-

minimal element of L to a for every a £ R. Following Borovik-Gelfand, one

may call such a map a combinatorially convex map. In the case that R = W,

that is, when ZR = Z^ (e.g., flag varieties G/B), the map / is a self-map that

is a retraction with respect to L. That is, /(W) = LcW and /|¿ = identity.

One can say something similar for the map /'.

5.6. Definition. For convenience, sometimes we refer the finite set W n H • x

( x £ X) as the list of x and the list of a torus stratum is defined to be the list

of any point in it. So two points are in the same stratum if and only if they
have the same list.

5.7. Theorem. Let L be the list of some x£X. Then (W, R, L) isa (W, R)-
matroid.

Proof. To prove this theorem, notice that Proposition 4.2 leads to the following

claim. Let a be an element in R, u be an element of W, and Xg be the cell

determined by a and u. Then we have

p(Xj>) = convex hull of {p(v)\v e W, v <" u} c R".

Now given a £ R, we have X = \JveyvXg. Therefore, x £ Xg for some
w £ W. Thus

L = 7^7 n W c {u £ W| u <a w}

because T • x c Xg . Now w £ T • x (since Um^^0X • x = w), thus w is the
unique maximal element in L.

The converse of Theorem 5.7 is not true.  That is, some (W, R)-matroids

may not be the lists of torus strata [GS].

5.8. Example. A Coxeter group W together with its Bruhat orders is a prototype

for our problem. Hence our result generalizes that of Gelfand and Serganova
on (W, <2)-matroids.

5.9. Example. Let AT be a projective toric variety containing T as a dense

orbit. Let 51 be a general subtorus of T. Then all (W, R)-matroids L arise

from the lists of points in X. In particular, the set of (W, R)-matroids is in

one-to-one correspondence with the set of T-orbits.

6. Partition by thin Schubert-type cells

6.1. Lemma. Let a £ R and u £ W; then the cell Xg is a union of torus
strata.

Proof. It suffices to prove that if XD n Xg is not empty, then XD is contained

in Xg. For this purpose, we assume that there exists a point y in XD but
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y is not in Xg. Let x be a point in the intersection of XD and Xg. Then

Wni-x = WnT-y. Now because y is not in Xg , there exists an element

tu in W, tu is different from u, such that y is in Xg . So tu is the unique

maximal element in W n T • y by the proof of Theorem 5.7. Meanwhile, by the

same reason, u is the unique maximal element of W n T • x. So we conclude
that u= w since WnT-x = W n T • y , which is a contradiction.

6.2. Definition. For each element a £ R, we choose precisely one cell associated

to a . Then we call the intersection of all the chosen cells a thin cell provided

that it is not empty.

The following theorem generalizes the corresponding results of [GGMS] and

[GS] from homogeneous spaces to a nonsingular projective variety with a torus

action.

6.3. Theorem. The partition of X into thin cells coincides with the torus strati-

fication.

Proof. Given a torus stratum Xe , for any element a £ R, by Theorem 5.7, the

list of this torus stratum has a unique «-maximal element, denoted by f(a).

Thus Xe is contained in Xi,, by the proof of Lemma 6.1. Hence we have

that

xC c fi xnay
a6R

It is clear that any stratum contained in flaeR Xf(a) nas the same list {f(a)\a £

R}, hence by Lemma 6.1 again, Xe = Oac^Xf,,. On the other hand, if

HaeR Xfta) *s not emPtv' then it has to be a single stratum by using Lemma 6.1

and the fact that all of its element must have the same list.

6.4. Corollary. Every thin cell (i.e, a torus stratum) is a multi-intersection of

Schubert-type cells of the form flaeR ^}ia) wnere / : R —► W isa convex function

which assigns the a-maximal element ofWnT-x to a. We have, in particular,

/(R)-WnT^ccW.

Proof It is clear from the proof of Theorem 6.3.

7. On singular varieties, Chow varieties, and Hilbert schemes

7.1. In this section, we observe that our whole theory can be extended to the

singular case without encountering any (genuine) additional difficulty. The au-

thor is grateful to the referee, who predicted the above and pointed out that our

results should be compared with those of [KSZ1].
Note that §2 is established for all projective varieties. We can still define the

Bialynicki-Birula's contracting set as

Xw = {x £ X\ lim A • x = tu}.

Now Xw may have singularities. So it may not be an affine space but is still a

contractible set. No proofs or arguments really need smoothness. The proof of

Theorem 3.5 is valid without mentioning that the composite n • p is a Morse
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function. Thus our results in previous sections extend naturally to singular

varieties.

7.2. In [KSZ1], the authors consider the Chow variety G(k, d, n) which is

defined as the set of all cycles in P"_1 of dimension k - 1 and degree d.

These varieties contain the Grassmannian G(k, C") as its special case (the

case of d = 1). The torus T = (C*)"_1 acts naturally on the Chow variety

via multiplying the coordinates of P"_1 . Using the notion of Chow form and

weight polytope, the authors defined the Chow polytope CH(Z) for any cycle

Z as the weight polytope of its Chow form. Again we use p to denote the

moment map associated to the action of T on G(k, d, n). The following is

essentially due to [KSZ1].

7.3. Proposition. The polytope p(T • Z) coincides with the Chow polytope

CH(Z).

Proof. It follows from the definitions of moment map and Chow polytope.

In [KSZ1, Remark 2.11], a hypermatroid polytope of rank k and degree d

is also defined. The set of the vertices of such a polytope may be defined as a
hypermatroid. With this in mind a hypermatroid is thus equivalent to (W, R)-

matroid. This property is first observed in [GS] for generalized flag variety

G/P. From this point of view, our (W, R)-matroid may be considered as an

extention of hypermatroid polytope from Chow variety to all other (possibly

singular) projective varieties.

7.4. We can say something similar about Hubert schemes and state polytopes

of [KSZ1]. The Hilbert scheme Hilb^P"-1) is the set of all subschemes of
P"_1 whose Hilbert polynomial is h (fixed). The torus T — (C*)"_1 acts on

Hilb/^P"-1) via a choice of a large enough integer r » 0. Let pr be the

associated moment map. Then as an immediate corollary of §3 of [KSZ1], we

have

7.5. Proposition. Let I be a point in HilbA(P"-1). The polytope pr(T ■ I)

coincides with the state polytope Str(7) of [KSZ1].

8. Closing remarks

It seems that an algebraic torus action shares very much the properties of the

action of a Cartan subgroup. To add more supportive examples, we would like

to observe the following.

8.1. Let k be an algebraic closure of the field ¥p with p elements. We assume

that X is defined over k with an Fp-rational structure. Let F : X -» X be

the corresponding Frobenius map. Let £?w denote the intersection cohomology

complex (of /-adic sheaves, / being a prime different from p) on Xg , <%"(Xg)

denote the cohomology sheaf, and IH'(Xg) denote the hypercohomology of

8.2. Following [KL2], we shall say that an irreducible variety V defined over

¥p is very pure if for any point x £ V(Fp,) and for any i, all the eigenvalues
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of (F*Y on ^x'(V) of the cohomology sheaf of the intersection cohomology

complex of V have complex absolute value pnl2.

Since from now on we will only concentrate on the fixed one-parameter sub-

group « £ R, we will simply write Xw instead of writing Xg .

8.3. Theorem. The sheaf %"(XW) is zero for odd i. If i is even and Xw is

defined over the finite field ¥pr, then all eigenvalues of (Fr)* on ß?x(Xw) are

equal to pirl2, where F is the Frobenius map and x is a point on Xw .

Proof The same as the proof of the corresponding statement in [KL2].

As a consequence of 8.3, we have the following

8.4. Corollary. The intersection cohomology IH'(XW) of Xw vanishes in odd

degrees. And for even-dimensional intersection cohomology IH'(XW) of Xw ,

the eigenvalues of the induced Frobenius map are equal to p'l2.
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